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Abstract
The global financial crisis represents one of the main reasons for the situation suffered by many European
countries both at national and local level.
Furthermore, the increased attention given to financial budgeting in the last years highlights the importance for
public administrations to learn more about how to measure financial sustainability, how to implement strategies
to avoid distress, and how to represent the expected results of these strategies.
We argue that a local government shows good financial conditions when it can provide public services without
damaging its ability to face future obligations (GASB, 1987). On the contrary, local governments in poor
financial health are unable to deal with their financial obligations and provide public services. Often, in this case,
the quality or quantity of these services turns out to be damaged (Raphael, Renwick, Brown, & Rootman, 2010).
It is essential to say that the level of financial condition cannot be easily represented since it cannot be readily
measured by a single performance indicator, but rather it is determined by different measures directly observable.
We propose an explanatory case study to analyze the first results obtained through a plan devised to restore a
good financial condition through a process of spending review in the municipality of Rome, one of the most
important local governments. More specifically, we have analyzed the income statements and the final balance
sheets for the years 2013-2017.
We further argue that our case study represents an inspiring strategy for financial sustainability thanks to an ad
hoc legislation especially devised to overcome the crisis. Our case study also reveals all critical issues emerged
during the analysis of the final data collected in the official documents drafted with accrual accounting across the
five years.
Keywords: financial condition, accrual accounting, local governments, explanatory case study
1. Introduction
In the last decade several European countries, including Italy, have suffered from a financial vulnerability due to
an unsustainable public debt accumulated over the years and to an uncontrolled increase of annual deficits. The
financial crisis originated in countries such as Portugal, Ireland, and Greece and then extended to Spain and Italy
in 2011. The turbulence in the financial markets and the contraction of loans granted by banks to companies
contributed to slowing down the economic growth, and in some cases it caused an actual recession. Austerity
policies implemented to contain expenditure were first adopted by the Governments of countries in economic
distress and in a second time they were adopted by all the Member States of the European Union.
In Italy, the dynamics of indebtedness have become increasingly worrying within the public sector. In economic
terms, the burdens of rescue operations of banks in crisis remained in charge of the State budget. Local
authorities, although characterized by greater financial autonomy than in the past, had to adapt to stringent
finance constraints. The Italian process of public accounts harmonization (implemented in 2015) and the greater
empowerment of public decision-makers which followed the new structure of the spending programs emerged
from the public accounting reform started in the year 2016 and the political discontinuities (coalition changes) in
the municipalities have played a significant role in underlying the increasing imbalances in local accounts.
Among other factors, the diminution of financial transfers from other levels of governments (from the Central
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Government in the first place) is responsible for the financial crisis in Italian Local Governments (ILGs), due to
the gradual implementation of reforms which introduced a decentralized model and raising ILGs' economic
autonomy.
The financial crisis of ILGs, between instability and rebalancing, has involved a total of more than 800 entities
(just under 10% of the total) with a significant characterization concerning geographical distribution (IFEL,
2018).
The present work aims to analyze the income statements and the final balance sheets of the local government
represented by the municipality of Rome (Roma Capitale), which is particularly interesting in terms of
population density, geographical extension and amount of accumulated debt. Although Roma Capitale is not in a
state of criticality (as it is not subjected to a rebalancing or collapsing procedure by Law), it has embarked on a
process of rationalizing expenses which aims at gradually extinguishing the huge previous debts and at
recovering economic efficiency.
The analysis was carried out both on the income statements and on the financial balance sheets (forecast budgets
and final balance sheet accounts) published for the five-year period 2013-2017 which, as mentioned above,
turned out to be full of changes both regulatory and political, and during a period in which various recovery
plans were launched, both in terms of repayment of the debt and of cutting expenses.
At the local level, the harmonization of the accounting systems for ILGs was regulated by the legislative decree
118/2011 (fully operational after a period of testing in 2015) while new accounting standards were introduced by
legislative decree n.126 of 10 August 2014, corrective and supplementary of 118/2011 (regulating planning,
financial accounting, accrual accounting and the consolidated financial statements).
Analyzing such processes from a local government perspective allows to appraise the information of the shifting
from the cash basis to the accrual accounting approach and thus represents a radical change in the literature on
the subject. Up to now, the focus of investigation for financial crisis in Italian public organizations has been
traditionally based on the official documents drafted with a cash-basis method.
2. The Good Financial Condition of a Local Government: A Framework
In general terms, financial conditions of a public-sector organization depend on internal factors that are
represented by the availability of the resources required to maintain or improve the services provided to the
citizens (Kloha, 2005; Audit Commission, 2007; Coe, 2008). Furthermore, external or environmental factors
such as society's needs and preferences, socioeconomic characteristics of the population, the cost of the
productive factors, the resources available to society, and the public policies affecting the local authority need to
be taken into account. (Petersen, 1977; Berne & Schramm, 1986; Berne, 1992; Boyne, 1996).
A public organization is considered in good financial condition when it meets its debts and in turn it provides
acceptable levels of services. The financial health of a public sector organization could be articulated by
observing a set of notorious indicators (Greenberg & Hiller, 1995; CICA, 1997; Nollenberger, Groves & Valente,
2003) about different aspects of solvency (budget solvency, short term/ long term solvency, service-level
solvency). This concept is also necessary in order to verify the existence of the conditions for economic
equilibrium for companies (Giannessi, 1960; Amaduzzi, 1978; Cavalieri, 2008), taking into account the
political-institutional dimension that is combined with the standards of equity, legality and consensus
representation (Borgonovi, 2004; Mussari, 2012).
A local government is considered in "good" financial condition when it can provide public services without
damaging its ability to meet future obligations (GASB, 1987). It is worth underlining that if a local government
is in poor financial health, the inability to meet its commitments determines the deterioration of the quality or the
quantity of services offered to the community (Raphael, Renwick, Brown & Rootman, 2010).
Financial problems are generally manifested as the inability to fulfill one's obligations and are usually
accompanied by the related lack of available liquidity. The causes of "endogenous" nature can be traced back to
various factors (Rasi, 2018): accounting disorder, accounting irregularities, scarce own revenue and / or
inadequate collection capacity, stable recourse to cash advance, high expenses, rigid balance sheet,
overestimation of the income, underestimation of costs, poor reliability of the residues. On the other hand, the
causes of an "exogenous" nature, mainly depend on the continuous disturbances caused by the trend of the global
economy.
In Italian business studies the topic of "financial sustainability" is analyzed through companies’ ability to
generate sufficient cash flows to guarantee loans repayment (Mulazzani, 2005) and "offer, in the case of private
capital interventions, a mark-up as risk compensation". Notwithstanding this, the conditions of financial
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sustainability in a local government are not simple to represent, since they cannot be easily measured with a
single measure expressing the optimal relationship between income and expenses, but rather they are determined
by multiple factors and related indicators (Bisogno, Citro, & Tommasetti, 2014; Manes Rossi, 2011;
Anessi-Pessina, Sicilia & Steccolini, 2012).
3. Research Method
This study has recourse to the theory to understand and explain the specificities of the rebalancing policies
aiming to restore financial sustainability of the municipality of Rome.
Within our research framework, the ad-hoc legislation for saving the municipality of Rome from the crisis has
been used to highlight similarities and differences between the case of the Italian Capital and other Italian cities
in financial upset. In order to enrich the case study with financial information, we resorted and processed the
financial data from official documents (The Special Commissioner's financial reports, Income Statements, and
Final balance sheets). Furthermore, we studied the accrual accounts that were published even if not compulsory
for the years 2013-2015 and the documents under the new legislation of the years 2016-2017. We also conducted
informal interviews with the aim of clarifying some technical aspects not otherwise explained in official
documents with public accounting experts such as the councilor responsible for accounts of the Municipality of
Rome.
In this case study, we followed these steps:
a) Preparation. After reviewing the existing theories relevant to the case, a checklist of items to search for in the
study has been developed (printing Italian Laws on ILGs and Law-Decrees for Rome and downloading other
documents from official web sites);
b) Collecting and assessing the evidence. The preparatory review of theory has provided an initial indication of the
types of evidence which should be looked after in the case study (collecting available financial reports of the
municipality of Rome across years 2010-2017);
c) Identifying and explaining outlines. Various themes and patterns have emerged. Models (diagrams and tables)
linking the multiple items and issues (e.g., the composition of passive mass of debt, the debt trend of
Commissioner management for the years 2010-2016) have been prepared. The analysis has been developed taking
into account the two areas of control in the Municipality of Rome after the Law Decree n. 112/2008: the
extraordinary management of the Special Commissioner (for past debts emerged not later than April 28th, 2008)
and the ordinary management (for the spending review control and the number of obligations developed for the
years 2013-2017);
d) Report and conclusions. The analysis is presented in paragraph 4 to make the case and its explanations
intelligible and plausible to readers, with the findings in section 5, which also suggests possible directions for
future research.
The overview of the Italian public financial management system depends both on TUEL as well as Legislative
Decree 118/2011, introducing the so-called accounting harmonization reform.
4. Case Study: The Municipality of Rome
Roma Capitale is a territorial entity whose boundaries are those of the pre-existing municipality of Rome and is
divided into 15 Municipalities; it has special statutory, administrative and financial autonomy. With its 2,8 million
residents, Rome is the most populated municipality in Italy and the fourth in the European Union. It is located in
the center of the Metropolitan City of Rome, which has 4,3 million residents.
The analysis of the deficit parameters attached to the Rome capital statements in the last 10 years shows that it is
not a structurally loss-making entity even if it does not respect some of them.
The Italian Consolidated Text on the Law for Local Authorities (the so-called "TUEL" or Legislative Decree No.
267/2000) establishes the limits to indebtedness (ex-art. 204) and the indicators of imbalance (ex-art. 242,
paragraph 2). The compliance of Rome with the parameters set by the Law has not proved sufficient to prevent the
emergence of crisis situations (instability or pre-disruption). This aspect has been shown by some studies on the
financial management of local authorities (De Toni 2017), based on elaboration of data contained in the reports of
the Ministry of the Interior, of the Institute for Finance and Local Economy (IFEL, 2018) and of the Court of
Accounts.
After a review process initiated by the “Observatory on Finance and Accounting of Local Authorities” on February
20th 2018, new indicators were launched for the three-year period 2019/2021. These indicators aimed at
simplifying the obligations imposed on local authorities with reference to the monitoring activities of the
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economic-financial balances in order to control the revenue collection capacity, the indebtedness (with different
levels of criticality: financial, emerged, in emergence, improper), the deficit and the rigidity of the expenditure.
With respect to the issue of sustainability, two particularly significant threshold values appear among the eight
parameters indicating an imbalance. The first one relates to the sustainability of financial debt, and the second one
relates to the sustainability of the deficit. For the previous years, the inadequacy of legal parameters to represent
the critical conditions made us deepen the economic meaning of the official accounts for ILGs.
We articulated the case study in two patterns: the extraordinary management for the debt repayment plans and the
ordinary management for the spending review plan.
4.1 Extraordinary Management: The Debt Repayment Plans
The first plan to return from the previous indebtedness of the municipality of Rome was presented in 2008 and
identified a deficit of just over 9,7 billion euro deriving from a difference between an active mass of 3 billion euros
and a passive mass of more of 12,7 billion euros.
The extraordinary management assumed all the revenue and all the obligations accrued until April 28, 2008, even
if the same were ascertained, and the related credits were settled with sentences published after the same date. At
that time, the passive mass of debt (Figure 1) was composed of:
- 28 percent of non-financial liabilities (payments to various creditors) for a figure of 3,6 billion euros;
- 16.3 percent of payables to the public administration (P.A.), for about 2 billion euros;
- 55.7 percent from financial debts, for a stock of 7 billion and 128 million euros.

28%
55.7%

non financial debts

16.3%

P.A. debts

financial debts

Figure 1. The composition of passive mass of debt
In 2010 a new repayment plan was prepared following the provisions of the decree-law n. 2 of 2010 which
established that the Government Commissioner had to proceed to a definitive recognition of the active mass and
passive mass, followed by the document of the final assessment of the debt in 2010. This document set a deficit
of 16.7 billion, resulting from the difference between an active mass of 5 billion and 700 million, of which 81
million awaiting final settlement and a passive amount of 22.5 billion euro, of which 5.5 billion pending ultimate
solution.
This increase in the deficit between the two plans, the one from 2008 and the other one from 2010, was
represented by a different recording of interest expenditure which was not represented in the first plan, for a
value of 6.7 billion euro, due to the effect of the emergence of new off-balance-sheet debts of 413 million euros
and additional commitments of 286 million euros arising from litigation.
The fundamental problem is stated in the final assessment document of 2010. We find, for both the active mass and
the passive mass, some components that are defined as "awaiting definitive verification". At the same time though
neither the repayment plans were drawn up until now, nor the definitive debt verification document appears to
contain an analytical analysis and an exhaustive representation of the financial situation to be restored prior to
2008.
It is worth observing that:
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-

tthrough 43% of the positions of the passsive mass pressent in the com
mputer system
m of the municipality of
R
Rome (to whiich the extraordinary Comm
missioner refeers) the credito
or has not dire
rectly identifieed (12,000
ppositions for commercial debts);
d
the paassive mass frrom the financial point of view consistss of 1,686
m
mortgages andd 2 derivativee contracts (ouut of the 9 inheerited from the Municipalityy of Rome);

-

tthrough 29%oof the credit po
ositions (9,60 8 in total) of the
t active masss, the debtor iis not directly identified
((being in large part a list off assets and rooles).

Structuraal financing was provided by law decree n. 78 of 2010
0: the annual State
S
contributtion found cov
verage for
300 million euros in a fund of the Ministry
M
of thee Economy an
nd Finance and for 200 milllion euros in a fund fed
with the aadditional tax on the rights of
o boarding off passengers on aircraft depaarting from the
he city of Rome and with
an increase in the muniicipal income tax of 0,4%.
ment through financial disccounting operaations, the
In order tto increase the liquidity of the extraordinnary managem
Italian Goovernment allocated 15 billion euros in itts budget from
m the year 2011 to the year 22040. If we co
ompare the
present value of the finnancial debt up
p to 2048 withh the State disscounted contrributions provvided up to thaat date, we
obtain that the financiial debt is susstainable. Morre in detail, th
he financial debt
d
is worth about 8,768,0
000 euros,
whereas tthe current value of future contributions
c
iis around 8,97
74,000 euros: in this way, itt slightly surpaasses what
is neededd to repay the original
o
debt.
In 2013, w
when the firstt extraordinary
y commissionner was about to
t conclude his mandate, a new mayor was
w elected
and askeed for additioonal funding to
t cover the debts arisen between 200
08 and 2013;; after that reequest the
Governm
ment granted Roma
R
Capitale a new extraorrdinary transfeer of 110 milliion euros for th
the extra costs, due to its
peculiar aadministrativee status as Italy
y capital city.
In 2017, cconsidering thhe other comp
ponents of the repayment pllan (trade payaables, other neew assets thatt emerged),
the debt of the comm
missioner man
nagement hass been consid
dered financiaally sustainabble considerin
ng “as the
present vvalue of the exxpected contriibutions addedd to the availability of cash
h is greater thhan the curren
nt value of
paymentss of financial debts and forreseeable tradee payables”. However
H
“thee analysis of ccash flows sho
ows a risk
of insolvvency determiined by liquid
dity crisis connditions in th
he managemen
nt of paymennts” (Note 1) (the cash
imbalance is expected from 2022 until
u
2032). Thhe following figure 2 show
ws how the m
massive amoun
nt of debts
has progrressively decreeased over thee period 2010--2016.

Figu
ure 2. Debts trrend commissioner management

Currentlyy, to ensure thhe liquidity needed
n
to meeet the maturin
ng obligations, the commiissioner manaagement is
renegotiaating the loanss with the pub
blic entity for deposit and loan
l
funds "Cassa Depositii e Prestiti" fo
or a billion
euros; annd is procrastiinating paymeent deadlines to 2048, alth
hough this might not be ennough to clear the cash
imbalance. It seems that
t
there aree no plausiblee alternativess: as a matterr of fact, beiing served with
w
future
governmeent contributioons by banks is not conveniient due to thee high costs in
n terms of inteerests. The onlly way out
consists inn asking the Ittalian Government to nationnalize part of the
t debt (throu
ugh the tool off the "Colosseum Bond"
that has itts deadline in 2048).
4.2 Ordinnary Managem
ment: The Spending Review
w Plan
In 2013 a structural diisequilibrium of 550 millioon euros was ascertained every
e
year, annd accordingly
y, the debt
repaymennt plan entailled a committment to cut the "structural" expenses of 10% for three years (the
(
years
2014-20116) for the muunicipality off Rome, for a partial amou
unt of 440 miillion euros. A spending reeview was
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promotedd through savvings in the administrative
a
e structure an
nd the investee companiess (figure 3), while the
remainingg 110 million euros were ch
harged to the G
Government fo
or the recognittion of extra ccosts incurred by
b Roman
citizens ffor capital funnctions (which
h includes the additional perrsonal incomee tax). The plaan also provid
ded for the
identificaation of a stablle loan from th
he Lazio Regiion of 240 million euros per year for Loccal Public Tran
nsport.

Figure 3. Historical structu
ural expendituure (2009-2013
3) and spendin
ng review plann (2014-2016)

sstructural expenditure (2009-2013)

sspending review (2014--2016)

Our analyysis of the actuual trend of the spending revview for the fiirst three-years (2014-2016)), was carried out on the
values inddicated in the income statem
ments (rather tthan on the fin
nancial data reeported in the budgets). Wee were also
adding thhe year 2013 (which
(
preced
des the periodd subject to th
he resizing of expenses) andd the year 2017 (which
follows thhe period in question)
q
to haave a more unnobstructed viiew of the eco
onomic effectss obtained thaanks to the
spending review policiies.
o the expensees showed in aaccrual accoun
nts published by
b the municippality of Rom
me revealed
The analyysis we made on
some critticalities: the values
v
indicatted for the yeaars 2016/2017
7 were not fully comparablee with those reported
r
in
the years 2013/2014/2015. The critiicalities are ddue to a seriess of Italian reg
gulatory channges that havee created a
discontinnuity in the iteems and the ev
valuation criteeria, causing the incomparaability of the official statem
ments. We
decided too separate the economic anaalysis in two pperiods (see taable 1 and table 2): the first tthree years (20
013-2015)
and the seecond two yeaars (2016-2017).
Table 1. N
Negative Mannagement Com
mponents 20133 -2015 (euros)
2013
Staff costs

2014

20155

1,023,838,54
44.47

975,91
17,218.76

14,189,30
04.42

12,62
28,980.90

110,717,649.17

2,493,614,33
38.30

2,687,29
92,931.05

3,2888,464,169.89

o third-party asseets
Enjoyment of

122,416,73
37.01

113,59
92,408.92

1003,588,262.80

Transfers annd contributions

757,385,30
05.97

519,01
16,200.95

3775,116,462.76

65,580,816.99

62,23
34,549.39

559,357,476.53

38.67
177,887,33

185,17
70,296.83

1775,645,405.89

Purchase of raw materials and
d consumer goodds
Services

Taxes
ns
Amortizationn and write-down
Change in innventories
Financial chharges
Extraordinarry charges

9111,160,028.56

23,17
76.91

38,666.01
3

444,033.05

31,701,15
54.74

32,60
02,012.37

332,169,440.32

518,047,56
68,38

590,91
13,947,05

5007,732,121,98

Transfers to special companiees

23,932,74
40.53

22,16
60,360.05

335,910,798.60

Income taxes

65,580,816.99

62,23
34,549.39

559,357,476.53

43.38
5,294,197,84

5,263,80
02,121.67

5,5558,775,259.98

Total
Source: Muunicipality of Rom
me (2013-2015).
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As shown in table 2, the main items under the plan of spending review decreased progressively over the first three
years (staff costs, the purchase of raw materials and consumer goods, the use of third-party assets, the transfers
relating to all grants to third parties). In reading the data of assignments, it is worth considering the amount of
200,000,000 euros compared to the transfer to the Government for the financing of the commission re-entry plan,
which is also present in all three years. Also, the item taxes and duties show a decrease, which is mainly due to
the reduction of the regional tax on productive activities. The amortization does not show significant changes over
the three years; the most significant component is represented by the depreciation of buildings, which are part of
the unavailable assets to which the devaluation of government assets follows in order of numerical impact.
At the operational level, only the cost of services has increased in the three years.
The financial charges show a non-linear trend in the three years under review. Since the costs are substantially
higher than the income, the financial management result is always negative in the period considered and shows a
worsening of the balance conditions.
The extraordinary costs in the three years are fluctuating with a decrease of approximately 10,000,000 euros,
which is marginal to the total initial amount.
In conclusion, we noted a general increase in the amount of the negative management components for the years
2013/2015, even though we expected a decrease in their amount.
Table 2. Negative components of 2016-2017 management (euros)
2016
Purchase of raw materials and consumer goods
Provision of services
Enjoyment of third-party assets

2017

8,835,984.38

10,923,315.15

2,671,001,027.68

2,573,809,908.50

96,769,461.34

88,345,305.86

Transfers and contributions

371,098,062.49

405,787,492.62

Current transfers

351,773,175.10

381,886,173.96

Investment grants to Public Administrations

1,675,309.65

-

17,649,577.74

23,901,318.66

Staff costs

895,341,879.53

981,375,052.56

Amortization, depreciation and write-downs

169,392,937.10

972,435,839.25

Investment grants to other parties

Amortization of intangible assets
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets

4,005,887.25

19,828,171.09

165,387,049.85

103,201,703.76

Other write-downs of fixed assets

-

-

Write-down of receivables

-

849,405,964.40

Changes in inventories of raw materials and/or consumer goods
Provisions for risks
Other Provisions
Other operating expenses
Financial charges
Extraordinary charges
Transfers to special companies
Income taxes
Total negative components

- 393,443.23

91,018.39

66,620,026.77

267,284,800.47

311,425,479.78

-

78,539,420.54

60,699,182.70

30,063,818.21

45.647.139.02

110,415,864.82

357.627.690.44

0

0

45,522,499.85

49,661,983.69

4,854,633,019.26

5,813,688,728.65

Source: Municipality of Rome (2016-2017).

In this second period of analysis we observed a significant increase in some items of expenditures: purchase of raw
materials and consumer goods, staff costs, transfers and contributions to other public or private administrations
(the most significant item of the transfers is that relating to the transfer to the State for 200,000,000 for financing
the commission re-entry plan), provisions for risks, changes in inventories of raw materials, financial charges ( this
is due to the early repayment of some loans).
More in detail, amortization, depreciation, and write-downs increased in 2017; as we mentioned above, the main
reason for such situation should be ascribed to the inclusion in this item of the write-down of receivables for about
849,000,000 euros, previously present in the item “other provisions”, which is therefore zeroed. Some other costs
decreased: cost of services, the use of third-party assets (attributable to the decrease in the item lease of real
estate) other provisions, other operating expenses.
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The mostt significant change
c
can bee found in thee item “extrao
ordinary charg
ges” mostly reelated to the increase in
contingennt liabilities annd the non-existent assets. C
Contingent liaabilities refer to
t the paymennt made by thee treasurer
against thhe ordinary caash of the loan
n installments ppresent in the commissioneer managemennt and not regu
ularized in
financial accounting as well as to th
he correction of values currrent at the tim
me of openingg the balance sheet; the
non-existtence of assetss refers to the cancellation oof receivables.
In concluusion, we obseerved a generaal increase in tthe negative components also for the year
ars 2016/2017 instead of
the expeccted decrease.
It is worthh observing thhat our analysiis confirms ann initial decreaase in operatin
ng costs for thee main items, except for
expenses for services that
t increase up
u to 2015 andd then begin to
t decrease in the last two yyears. Financiial charges
remainedd substantiallyy stable until 2016,
2
while inn the previouss year, they in
ncreased by 155 million euro
os or 50%
comparedd to past yearss, but the difference relates tto the early rep
payment of so
ome loans and not to a deterioration in
the financcial situation.
On an agggregate level, it is useful to observe the ccontribution th
hat the variouss managementt activities hav
ve made to
the final eeconomic resuult of each of the years conssidered (see taable 3).
Table 3. A
Aggregate ressults of operations for the yeears 2013-201
17 (euros)
Classificationn of items

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

134,395,769,91

225,435,777,91

-409,220,351,70

Classification of items years
2016 – 2017

years 2013 - 22015
Results of opperational

3488,767,222,45

439,648,352,03
4

management

Difference betw
ween positive
and

negative

management

components ( A-B)
A
Results of financial

- 155,402,712,00

- 11,476,903,69

management
Results

-

51,476,885,65

42,531,211,28

45,710,723,36

507,331,217,47

19,254,357,75
of

-3633,830,109,01

-3
364,046,900,53

403,107,658,97

Total financial income and
charges (C)

extraordinaryy

Total extraordinary income
and charges (E)

management
Economic R
Result of

- 300,465,598,56

64,124,547,81

518,249,071,13

277,100,887,07

110,213,320,40

Economic Resu
ult of the year

the year

Source: Muunicipality of Rom
me (2017).

r
of the different mannagement activ
vities in the five years is reppresented belo
ow (figure
The correelation of the results
4).

Figure 4.. Results of op
perational/finaancial and extrraordinary maanagement (20013-2017)
The econnomic result ovver the three years
y
substanttially improvees, moving fro
om a negativee amount of 30
0,465, 598
for 2013 to a positivee outcome of 518,249,071 for 2015. Th
he leading cau
use can be fou
ound in the ellements of
extraordinnary managem
ment and in particular,
p
in thhe cancellatio
on of some liaabilities; for thhe subsequentt two-year
period 20016 and 2017, the result for the year oncee again decreased. The cause, however, seeems to be asccribable to
a reductiion in the coontribution off extraordinarry managemeent in the year 2016: in pparticular, the item of
extraordinnary income decreased
d
for the year 20166 of about 700 million euross compared too the previous year.
We shoulld also consider that in 2017
7, the item wrrite-down of reeceivables was increased byy 849,405,964
4.40 euros,
and this m
mainly contribbutes to depresssing the econnomic result; in
i the previous year write-ddown of receiv
vables was
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included in the item other
o
provisio
ons for 311,4225,479.78 and
d shows an in
ncrease in thee last financial year of
approxim
mately 537 milllion euros.
The economic results for
fo 2016 and 2017 cannot bee considered worsened
w
if com
mpared to thosse achieved in
n 2015. All
those item
ms recording a reduction in their amoount have an extraordinary
y nature and are determined by the
accountinng changes noot attributable to the financiaal year in whiich they appeaar in the financcial statementts.
We can hhave a better perception
p
of the
t trend over the years, fin
nd it in figure 5.
5

Figu
ure 5. Econom
mic result of th
he years 2013--2017

4.3 Ordinnary Managem
ment: The Ana
alysis of the Liiabilities in Fiinal Balance Sheet
S
Items
The thirdd path in our sttudy has focussed on the obsservation of the componentss of the final bbalance sheet to
t evaluate
the effecttiveness of thee debt repaymeent plans. We proceeded by
y observing thee performancee of the individual items
and theirr aggregates about
a
the 2013
3-2017 periodd. We have taaken into acco
ount the trendd of the valuees and the
informatiion in the officcial Reports th
hat accompaniied the prospeectuses of each
h final balancce sheet.
As a preeliminary mattter, it should
d be noted tthat the repreesentation of the balance sheet valuess shows a
discontinnuous trend regarding the 2016-2017 twoo-year period compared to the previous three years 2013-2015.
This discontinuity is unnderlined in th
he statements of the Balancce Sheet also for
f the valuatioon criteria ado
opted.
Within thhe limits of theese premises, we
w proceededd to analyze thee values for th
he entire obserrvation period to give an
overall viiew of the Liaabilities.
The analyysis of the passsive items off the Balance Sheets showss a strong diffferentiation inn the composittion of the
sources (ffigure 6) in thhe three years 2013-2015
2
coompared to thee 2016-2017 tw
wo-year periood; this differeentiation is
affected bby the differennt exposure and
a classificatiion of values which makess them incompparable to eacch other as
reported aabove.

Figure 66. Sources com
mposition
In fact, w
with regard to the
t item Debtss, it presents a differentiatio
on in the classiification and ppresentation of values in
the two pperiods analyzzed; while in the
t 2013-20155 period theree was a subdiv
vision of the aamounts into Loans
L
and
Other Payyables, in 20116-2017 - it in
ncludes a syntthetic exposurre in a single item
i
as shownn in the table and graph
below (seee table 4).
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Table 4. C
Composition of
o debts
2013

2014

2015

Debts

20116
5,065,981,9998,10

Financial deebts

1,220,3331,095,45

1,214,739,040,,41

1,20
08,689,548,64

Other debtss

1,670,6698,905,38

1,771,373,598,,18

1,84
47,611,034,15

2017
3,56
63,369,095,71

p
the tren
nd in debts shoows an increaase of 66%
Despite thhe different exxposure of thee values in thee 2013-2017 period,
in 2016 compared to thhe previous year and a subseequent reduction of 30% in 2017.
2
More inn detail, the co
omposition
of the item
m Debts in 20017 concerns (figure
(
7) finaancial debts an
nd other debts, but the analyytical amount of them is
not described in the accompanying Report
R
for thee year 2016-20
017. (Note 2)

Figure 7. Debts trendd Ordinary maanagement 2013-2017
usions and Diirections for Future Reseaarch
5. Conclu
The startiing point of thhis paper was an
a analysis of the current literature on how
w to define a ggood financiall condition
in ILGs. T
The paper inteended to study
y the case of R
Rome to identify the effectiv
veness of the st
strategies undeertaken for
restoring financial heallth after the co
onsiderable am
mount of debts accumulated over the yearss. We have preeferred the
tool of inncome statemeents and balan
nce sheets anallysis over other indicators to
t deepen the financial and economic
situation. In a previouss study (Luciaanelli, Citro, S
Santis, Tranfag
glia & Mazzilllo, 2018) we focused on th
he specific
measuress for budgetaryy solvency: su
ustainability, fflexibility, and
d vulnerability
y as measurem
ment to restoree financial
health; inn this paper wee meant to dettermine whethher the announ
nced plans of spending reviiew could be considered
c
successfuul after the perriod of manag
ging costs and if the vast deb
bt has been acctually reducedd.
As speciffied above, thee analysis of the
t income staatements has revealed
r
a red
duction in costts, only for so
ome items.
For otherr items, the efffect was the op
pposite. The oobservation ov
ver the five yeears proved quuite difficult in
n reaching
the goal oof the "cost-eefficiency plan
n" also for thee significant amount
a
of write-down of rreceivables, which
w
have
become ccompulsory acccording to thee new account
nting rules.
The anallysis on the balance
b
sheetts revealed a reduction off the total am
mount of debtt both in extrraordinary
managem
ment and in orddinary manageement. Howevver, we should
d keep in mind
d that the totall amount of deebt in 2017
has also bbeen reduced for legislativee changes (intrroduced for making
m
the bud
dget and the fi
final balance sheet
s
more
truthful). Through the new processs of harmonizzation of the Italian
I
accoun
nting systemss (envisaged by
b Law n.
196/20099 with the variious implemen
nting decrees iincluding Leg
gislative Decreee n. 118/20111 and subsequ
uent ones),
a new cooncept of com
mpetence has been
b
introducced, that "enh
hanced" the sttatement of fiinancial reporrting. This
concept uunderlines thaat all the legaally perfected active and paassive obligations, which ggive rise to in
ncome and
expenses for the instittution, must be
b recorded iin accrual acccounting wheen the debts aare considered "legally
perfectedd"; it means thhat the maturity
y of the obligaation happenss in the time when
w
the bondd becomes pay
yable.
The correect applicationn of the new acccounting stanndards allows us to know thee actual debts of the P.A., to
o avoid the
assessmennt of future revenues
r
and non-existent commitmentss, to strengtheen the budgett planning, to favor the
modulatioon of obligatioons according
g to the actual needs and, fin
nally, to bring
g the financiall competence of income
and expennses closer to the economicc components of revenues and
a costs.
The debt repayment plaans appear efffective; nonethheless the redu
uction in 2017
7 of the total aamount of deb
bt could be
partly duee to the changge in the stand
dard of the "ennhanced financcial competen
nce" introduceed in 2016.
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Considering the significant amount of the positive economic result of 2015, we need to highlight that this has been
undoubtedly influenced by the transition to the new harmonized accounting system, which led to a considerable
reduction in the residual liabilities. In summary, we cannot affirm that the spending review project was useful if we
do not have information concerning the quality of services of the municipality; it seems that the spending review
process only concerned those components subject to observation by the Government and allowed the use of other
items to increase. The spending review program can be considered ineffective only if we are sure that the quality of
public service has not improved during the period observed. This aspect could be further analyzed in a future step
of this research.
It is probably too early to evaluate the overall effects of the strategies of financial sustainability for the shifting
from cash basis to accrual accounting approach in ILGs accounting system.
The present research suggests that the use of income statements and balance sheets for the analysis of financial
sustainability in public administration is a powerful tool, and that is precisely why it must be implemented very
carefully.
Finally, we argue that this study can contribute to the debate on both the theoretical and practical underpinnings to
represent the financial sustainability in local governments and analyze the effectiveness of the plans for the
repayment of the debt and the spending review program through the renewed financial accounting approach.
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